NAPA
24” French door Wine Cooler - DWC047D1BSSPR

PRODUCT FEATURES

French door design
French door design allows for two independently controlled temperature
zones and will store up to 42 (750 ml) bottles of wine, 21 bottles in each
zone. Precise digital thermostat with LED display can be set and monitored
through the door
Select a temperature between 5C – 18C (41F - 64F) and the frost free
fan forced cooling maintains and even internal temperature throughout
the zone

Prowave liner
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Napa is the perfect wine cooler for the stylish entertainer that likes to
keep a variety of red and white wine selections on hand and to ensure their
favorite varietals are continuously stored at the ideal temperature for their
guests’ ultimate enjoyment.

Proglide shelving

SPECIFICATIONS

The Proglide shelving system built in to this unit features 1.5? stainless
steel ball bearing glides that allow for full shelf extension and quiet
convenience. The extensively-tested tracks are equipped with exclusive antivibration technology to safely cradle your finest selection of well-stored wine.

Dimensions
Width

60cm

23.82"

Depth

55cm

21.85"

Height

87cm

34.6"

Shipping Depth

72cm

28.57"

Shipping Width

68cm

26.77"

Shipping Height

94cm

37.2"

Shipping Weight

75kg

166.14 Lbslbs

133 litres

4.7 cu.ft.

Shipping Details

Capacity
Volume
Loading Capacity

42 (750mL Bottle
wine)

Low E-Glass seals
Low E-Glass seals in the cold in a way that’s similar to a thermostat lining.
The extremely thin layers of safe and low emissivity materials used in this
unit reflect interior temperatures back inside, keeping your drinks properly
chilled and protected

zero-clearance hinge
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighboring cabinets. Surrounding
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to these ingeniously
designed door joints.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
www.silhouetteappliances.com

Temperature Range
Temperature

The Prowave liner has reimagined refrigeration interiors. Designed with
extruded rails on which Proglide shelf system is mounted, this liner offers
strain-free and frictionless stability for your shelves, further increasing their
smooth lifespan. Have larger wine bottles you wish to find a home for?
Prowave liner allows the storage of larger diameter bottles of wine at the
bottom

Low: 41 °F

High: 64 °F

WARRANTY
The Silhouette Professional DWC047D1BSSPR model comes with a 24month in-home warranty on parts and labor. Installation and yearly
maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered under the warranty.
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We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are
subject to change without notice. MSRP is Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price and may not necessarily be the price at which the product is sold.

